202-429-3945

Patti Jordan
5593 Sandpiper Lane , Blaine, WA 98230

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Patti Jordan
5593 Sandpiper Lane
Blaine, WA 98230

202-429-3945

L. Zeveloff
2870 Wheelock Ave. , Ogden, UT 84403

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
L. Zeveloff
2870 Wheelock Ave.
Ogden, UT 84403

202-429-3945

Fran Collier
926 Lombard St. , San Francisco, CA 94133

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Fran Collier
926 Lombard St.
San Francisco, CA 94133

202-429-3945

Joshua Wallman
410 East 6th St , NYC, NY 10009

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joshua Wallman
410 East 6th St
NYC, NY 10009

202-429-3945

Lee Ritscher
301 McLaughlin Dr., #741 Cowell College, Santa Cruz, CA 95064

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lee Ritscher
301 McLaughlin Dr., #741
Cowell College
Santa Cruz, CA 95064

202-429-3945

Charles Reed
208 15th St. , Huntington Beach, CA 92648

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Charles Reed
208 15th St.
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

202-429-3945

Audrey Fee
55 Richard Blvd. , Shelton, CT 064844387

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Audrey Fee
55 Richard Blvd.
Shelton, CT 06484-4387

202-429-3945

Andrea Fowler
83 Dartmouth Ave. , Avondale Estates, GA 30002

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Andrea Fowler
83 Dartmouth Ave.
Avondale Estates, GA 30002

202-429-3945

Marie Koko
18613 sebring rd , ft myers, FL 33967

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marie Koko
18613 sebring rd
ft myers, FL 33967

202-429-3945

Nancy Craft
808 West 13th Street , New Castle, DE 19720

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nancy Craft
808 West 13th Street
New Castle, DE 19720

202-429-3945

Lee Frank
14648 Tustin St. , Sherman Oaks, CA 914034103

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lee Frank
14648 Tustin St.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-4103

202-429-3945

William Roberson
5627 Colby Ave , Everett, WA 98203

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
William Roberson
5627 Colby Ave
Everett, WA 98203

202-429-3945

Joan Jordan
5 Lands End Rise , Pittsford, NY 14534

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joan Jordan
5 Lands End Rise
Pittsford, NY 14534

202-429-3945

Sheila Kiker
6002 Rutgers , Amarillo, TX 79109

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sheila Kiker
6002 Rutgers
Amarillo, TX 79109

202-429-3945

Bill Stokes
301 2nd Street North, #18 , St. Petersburg, FL 33701

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bill Stokes
301 2nd Street North, #18
St. Petersburg, FL 33701

202-429-3945

joe vissichelli
117 Delmonico Place , Valley Stream, NY 11581

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
joe vissichelli
117 Delmonico Place
Valley Stream, NY 11581

202-429-3945

Tamela Roberson
5627 Colby Ave , Everett, WA 98203

February 8, 2008 10:42 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tamela Roberson
5627 Colby Ave
Everett, WA 98203

202-429-3945

keith wells
3295 se 56th ave , ocala, FL 34480

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
keith wells
3295 se 56th ave
ocala, FL 34480

202-429-3945

Michele Gielis
147 Dudley St , Cambridge, MA 02140

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michele Gielis
147 Dudley St
Cambridge, MA 02140

202-429-3945

Todd Cooper
1236 Millbrook Rd. , Corona, CA 92882

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Todd Cooper
1236 Millbrook Rd.
Corona, CA 92882

202-429-3945

TIFFANY WISHART
8603 NE 111th Avenue , VANCOUVER, WA 98662

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
TIFFANY WISHART
8603 NE 111th Avenue
VANCOUVER, WA 98662

202-429-3945

Casey Wolfer
240 Algiers Drive , Venice, FL 34293

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Casey Wolfer
240 Algiers Drive
Venice, FL 34293

202-429-3945

Edward Roach
1705 Piper Lane #206 , Centerville, OH 45440

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Edward Roach
1705 Piper Lane #206
Centerville, OH 45440

202-429-3945

Audrey Fee
55 Richard Blvd. , Shelton, CT 06484

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Audrey Fee
55 Richard Blvd.
Shelton, CT 06484

202-429-3945

Kim Bigley
1202 East 23rd , Houston, TX 77009

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kim Bigley
1202 East 23rd
Houston, TX 77009

202-429-3945

EARLE WEISS
57 SOUTH STREET , NATICK, MA 01760

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
EARLE WEISS
57 SOUTH STREET
NATICK, MA 01760

202-429-3945

Marie Martinez
3863 Via Cristobal , Campbell, CA 95008

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marie Martinez
3863 Via Cristobal
Campbell, CA 95008

202-429-3945

John Bassett
26 Searle Ave , Brookline, MA 02445

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Bassett
26 Searle Ave
Brookline, MA 02445

202-429-3945

abigail Donovan
181 Monroe Street , Eugene, OR 97402

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
abigail Donovan
181 Monroe Street
Eugene, OR 97402

202-429-3945

Nancy Henninger
15810 Echo Hill Drive , Houston, TX 77059

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nancy Henninger
15810 Echo Hill Drive
Houston, TX 77059

202-429-3945

Randy Windhorst
2331 Golf View Drive , Indianapolis, IN 46203

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Randy Windhorst
2331 Golf View Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46203

202-429-3945

LuLu Manus
2001 Cathedral Drive , Aptos, CA 950032907

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
LuLu Manus
2001 Cathedral Drive
Aptos, CA 95003-2907

202-429-3945

Kent Johnson
1047 Terracewood Circle , Ballwin, MO 63011

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kent Johnson
1047 Terracewood Circle
Ballwin, MO 63011

202-429-3945

Pamela Nordhof
3135 60th Street , Hamilton, MI 49419

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Pamela Nordhof
3135 60th Street
Hamilton, MI 49419

202-429-3945

Linda Schneider
247 E Edgewood Place , San Antonio, TX 78209

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Schneider
247 E Edgewood Place
San Antonio, TX 78209

202-429-3945

Bob Bousquet
PO Box #101 , Bryantville, MA 023270101

February 8, 2008 10:39 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bob Bousquet
PO Box #101
Bryantville, MA 02327-0101

202-429-3945

Celinda Miller
PO Box 229 , Columbus, NM 88029

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Celinda Miller
PO Box 229
Columbus, NM 88029

202-429-3945

ravi Wadhwani
403 Harvest Lane , Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
ravi Wadhwani
403 Harvest Lane
Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852

202-429-3945

Jeffrey Gray
701 Mountainview Ave , Syracuse, NY 13224

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Gray
701 Mountainview Ave
Syracuse, NY 13224

202-429-3945

Sandra Kerr
11324 Poplar Ridge Rd , Richmond, VA 23236

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sandra Kerr
11324 Poplar Ridge Rd
Richmond, VA 23236

202-429-3945

Richard L. Parsons
5013 Sharon Dr , Jefferson City, MO 651090114

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Richard L. Parsons
5013 Sharon Dr
Jefferson City, MO 65109-0114

202-429-3945

Robin Stein-Corivano
370 W. Broadway , Long Beach, NY 11561

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robin Stein-Corivano
370 W. Broadway
Long Beach, NY 11561

202-429-3945

Jon Phillips
99 Ashford Center Rd , Ashford, CT 06278

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jon Phillips
99 Ashford Center Rd
Ashford, CT 06278

202-429-3945

todd phillips
3567 mistic grove , san antonio, TX 78247

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
todd phillips
3567 mistic grove
san antonio, TX 78247

202-429-3945

Linda Noriega
28543 Red Gum Dr , Lake Elsinore, CA 92532

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Noriega
28543 Red Gum Dr
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532

202-429-3945

Robert Sylvester
PO Box 22487 , Juneau, AK 99802

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Sylvester
PO Box 22487
Juneau, AK 99802

202-429-3945

John Glover
39833 90th Street West , Leona Valley, CA 93551

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Glover
39833 90th Street West
Leona Valley, CA 93551

202-429-3945

James Monaco
80 East 11th St New York, NY, NY 10003

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
James Monaco
80 East 11th St
New York
NY, NY 10003

202-429-3945

Julie Reggio
2673 Sherrod Road , Knoxville, TN 37920

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Julie Reggio
2673 Sherrod Road
Knoxville, TN 37920

202-429-3945

G. Wagner
PO Box 280003 , Lakewood, CO 80228

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
G. Wagner
PO Box 280003
Lakewood, CO 80228

202-429-3945

ianna vasale
3720 espresso ct , santa rosa, CA 95403

February 8, 2008 10:37 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
ianna vasale
3720 espresso ct
santa rosa, CA 95403

202-429-3945

Kirk Leader
31046 Leota St , Fraser, MI 48026

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kirk Leader
31046 Leota St
Fraser, MI 48026

202-429-3945

Lynn Manheim
PO Box 29 , Factoryville, PA 18419

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lynn Manheim
PO Box 29
Factoryville, PA 18419

202-429-3945

Mike Zyzda
7740 South Huron Place , Littleton, CO 80120

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mike Zyzda
7740 South Huron Place
Littleton, CO 80120

202-429-3945

Grant Vecera
5837 N. Oxford St. , Indpls., IN 46220

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Grant Vecera
5837 N. Oxford St.
Indpls., IN 46220

202-429-3945

Shirley Davidson
PO Box 151 , Addison, IL 60101

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Shirley Davidson
PO Box 151
Addison, IL 60101

202-429-3945

Darryl Warner
318Beach85th street #GO3C, Rockaway Beach, NY 116931498

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Darryl Warner
318Beach85th street
#GO3C
Rockaway Beach, NY 11693-1498

202-429-3945

Chris Cole
816 N 123 Plaza , Omaha, NE 68154

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Chris Cole
816 N 123 Plaza
Omaha, NE 68154

202-429-3945

Barbara Lindsey
5217 West Street #A , Oakland, CA 94608

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Barbara Lindsey
5217 West Street #A
Oakland, CA 94608

202-429-3945

Jen Rios
3241 Taper Ave , san jose, CA 95124

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jen Rios
3241 Taper Ave
san jose, CA 95124

202-429-3945

Hall Hammond
215 Argyle , San Antonio, TX 78209

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Hall Hammond
215 Argyle
San Antonio, TX 78209

202-429-3945

Craig Antrim
1312 S. Pacific Ave. , San Pedro, CA 90731

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Craig Antrim
1312 S. Pacific Ave.
San Pedro, CA 90731

202-429-3945

Pamela Ensign
2055 E. Miraval Quinto , Tucson, AZ 85718

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Pamela Ensign
2055 E. Miraval Quinto
Tucson, AZ 85718

202-429-3945

Callie Bourgeois
31003 Sherrie Lane , Magnolia, TX 77354

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Callie Bourgeois
31003 Sherrie Lane
Magnolia, TX 77354

202-429-3945

Joel Anderson
945 East Sterling Drive , Spanish Fork, UT 84660

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joel Anderson
945 East Sterling Drive
Spanish Fork, UT 84660

202-429-3945

tiffany formilan
133 baker , bergenfield, NJ 07621

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
tiffany formilan
133 baker
bergenfield, NJ 07621

202-429-3945

Andi Decenzo
3101 Clover Valley Road , Johnstown, OH 43031

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Andi Decenzo
3101 Clover Valley Road
Johnstown, OH 43031

202-429-3945

Pat Siri
410 EMS T26 Ln , Leesburg, IN 46538

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Pat Siri
410 EMS T26 Ln
Leesburg, IN 46538

202-429-3945

cynthia basinet
4430 forman ave , toluca lake, CA 91604

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
cynthia basinet
4430 forman ave
toluca lake, CA 91604

202-429-3945

Diane Anderson
1824 24th Avenue East , Seattle, WA 98112

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Diane Anderson
1824 24th Avenue East
Seattle, WA 98112

202-429-3945

Rick Garvey
234 Horizon, #5 , Venice, CA 90291

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rick Garvey
234 Horizon, #5
Venice, CA 90291

202-429-3945

Thomas Dunne
4233 SE 33rd Pl , Portland, OR 97202

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Thomas Dunne
4233 SE 33rd Pl
Portland, OR 97202

202-429-3945

Lenette Weishaar
17 Courageous Ct. , Alameda, CA 94501

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lenette Weishaar
17 Courageous Ct.
Alameda, CA 94501

202-429-3945

Cynthia McLendon
5730 Quince # 5 , Memphis, TN 38119

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Cynthia McLendon
5730 Quince # 5
Memphis, TN 38119

202-429-3945

Matthew Casella
1033 Kentucky Street , Lawrence, KS 66044

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Matthew Casella
1033 Kentucky Street
Lawrence, KS 66044

202-429-3945

Lorraine Wilson
1 Cadogan Court , Hilton Head Island, SC 299261974

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lorraine Wilson
1 Cadogan Court
Hilton Head Island, SC 29926-1974

202-429-3945

Rose Engelfried
985 NW Brookwood Ave , Hillsboro, OR 97124

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rose Engelfried
985 NW Brookwood Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97124

202-429-3945

Jonathan Baty
1321 La Arriba Drive , Redlands, CA 92373

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Baty
1321 La Arriba Drive
Redlands, CA 92373

202-429-3945

Lisa Pisanic
6594 Dovecote Drive , Columbia, MD 21044

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lisa Pisanic
6594 Dovecote Drive
Columbia, MD 21044

202-429-3945

Jim Fenn
115 Rawlings Rd , Gaithersburg, MD 20877

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jim Fenn
115 Rawlings Rd
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

202-429-3945

James Foxvog
9293 1925 East Street , Tiskilwa, IL 613689360

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
James Foxvog
9293 1925 East Street
Tiskilwa, IL 61368-9360

202-429-3945

Fern Ettinger
6900 Heron Point , West Bloomfield, MI 48323

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Fern Ettinger
6900 Heron Point
West Bloomfield, MI 48323

202-429-3945

Teresa Donovan
3305 Arizona St. , OAKLAND, CA 94602

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Teresa Donovan
3305 Arizona St.
OAKLAND, CA 94602

202-429-3945

Loretta Fisher
233 Metropolitan Ave , Roslindale, MA 02131

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Loretta Fisher
233 Metropolitan Ave
Roslindale, MA 02131

202-429-3945

Jacquelyn & William Fretwell
2861 Marietta St. S.E. , Salem,, OR 973029607

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jacquelyn %pa_first_name% William Fretwell
2861 Marietta St. S.E.
Salem,, OR 97302-9607

202-429-3945

Liz Campbell
605 N 64th st. , Seattle, WA 98103

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Liz Campbell
605 N 64th st.
Seattle, WA 98103

202-429-3945

Judith Schultz
PO Box 372 , Round Top, NY 12473

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Judith Schultz
PO Box 372
Round Top, NY 12473

202-429-3945

Scott Herman
68 Edwards Street , New Haven, CT 065113914

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Scott Herman
68 Edwards Street
New Haven, CT 06511-3914

202-429-3945

Peter Mastin
345 Riverdale Circle , Verdi, NV 89439

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Peter Mastin
345 Riverdale Circle
Verdi, NV 89439

202-429-3945

Lorne Beatty
573 N. Maxfield Road , Brighton, MI 48114

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lorne Beatty
573 N. Maxfield Road
Brighton, MI 48114

202-429-3945

Richard Esson
6493 Fitch Rd , Olmsted Falls, OH 441381257

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Richard Esson
6493 Fitch Rd
Olmsted Falls, OH 44138-1257

202-429-3945

Greg Navarro
4148 Apple St. , Philadelphia, PA 19127

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Greg Navarro
4148 Apple St.
Philadelphia, PA 19127

202-429-3945

Tracy Russell
825 S. Eastside Drive , Bloomington, IN 47401

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tracy Russell
825 S. Eastside Drive
Bloomington, IN 47401

202-429-3945

Alice Labay
475 Rinconada Court , Benicia, CA 94510

February 8, 2008 10:36 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Alice Labay
475 Rinconada Court
Benicia, CA 94510

202-429-3945

Gloria Picchetti
553 W Oakdale , Chicago, IL 60657

February 8, 2008 10:32 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Gloria Picchetti
553 W Oakdale
Chicago, IL 60657

202-429-3945

Lindsay Oakes
3149 Broadway #9 , New York, NY 10027

February 8, 2008 10:32 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lindsay Oakes
3149 Broadway #9
New York, NY 10027

202-429-3945

John and Sue Janssen
3352 Bradford Road , Cleveland, OH 44118

February 8, 2008 10:32 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John and Sue Janssen
3352 Bradford Road
Cleveland, OH 44118

202-429-3945

Phyllis Commisso
1280 NW 41 ST , Oakland Park, FL 33309

February 8, 2008 10:32 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Commisso
1280 NW 41 ST
Oakland Park, FL 33309

202-429-3945

Elizabeth Grimwade
5455 Sheridan Road unit 3012, chicago, IL 60640

February 8, 2008 10:32 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Grimwade
5455 Sheridan Road
unit 3012
chicago, IL 60640

202-429-3945

Virginia Mayfield
120 Worley Rd. , Divide, CO 80814

February 8, 2008 10:32 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Virginia Mayfield
120 Worley Rd.
Divide, CO 80814

202-429-3945

Trena Roedel
350 S. Red Bank Rd. , Evansville, IN 477124746

February 8, 2008 10:31 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Trena Roedel
350 S. Red Bank Rd.
Evansville, IN 47712-4746

202-429-3945

Chip Thomas
1219 E. Henry Ave. , Tampa, FL 33604

February 8, 2008 10:31 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Chip Thomas
1219 E. Henry Ave.
Tampa, FL 33604

202-429-3945

JoAnne Ashton
15 Westchester Circle , Piinehurst, NC 28374

February 8, 2008 10:31 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
JoAnne Ashton
15 Westchester Circle
Piinehurst, NC 28374

202-429-3945

Dominic Frecentese
518 liberty Parkway , Stillwater, MN 55082

February 8, 2008 10:31 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dominic Frecentese
518 liberty Parkway
Stillwater, MN 55082

202-429-3945

Christine Gary
7530 Salton Sea Way , SACRAMENTO, CA 95831

February 8, 2008 10:31 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Christine Gary
7530 Salton Sea Way
SACRAMENTO, CA 95831

202-429-3945

Mary Dahl
3786 Huckleberry Hills Rd. , Blairsville, GA 305125018

February 8, 2008 10:31 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Dahl
3786 Huckleberry Hills Rd.
Blairsville, GA 30512-5018

202-429-3945

Ellen Stockdale Wolfe
160 Claremont Avenue, #4B 160, New York, NY 10027

February 8, 2008 10:31 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ellen Stockdale Wolfe
160 Claremont Avenue, #4B
160
New York, NY 10027

202-429-3945

Gil Jenkins
1702 E. John Cabot Rd. , Phoenix, AZ 85022

February 8, 2008 10:31 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Gil Jenkins
1702 E. John Cabot Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85022

202-429-3945

Patricia Thompson
2181 NW Glisan St Apt 509, Portland, OR 972105702

February 8, 2008 10:30 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Patricia Thompson
2181 NW Glisan St
Apt 509
Portland, OR 97210-5702

202-429-3945

Leah Creighton
5206 hwy 126 N. , Gassville, AR 72635

February 8, 2008 10:30 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Leah Creighton
5206 hwy 126 N.
Gassville, AR 72635

202-429-3945

v evan
1338 W. Rosedale , chicago, IL 60660

February 8, 2008 10:30 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
v evan
1338 W. Rosedale
chicago, IL 60660

202-429-3945

Mimi Katz
12665 Epica Court , San Diego, CA 92128

February 8, 2008 10:30 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mimi Katz
12665 Epica Court
San Diego, CA 92128

202-429-3945

Julie Squire
1174 Edlor Dr , Saint Louis, MO 63138

February 8, 2008 10:30 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Julie Squire
1174 Edlor Dr
Saint Louis, MO 63138

202-429-3945

Virginia Smith
277 The South Chace , Atlanta, GA 30328

February 8, 2008 10:30 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Virginia Smith
277 The South Chace
Atlanta, GA 30328

202-429-3945

dan wood
200 w. 90th st. apt. 12 f, new york, NY 10024

February 8, 2008 10:30 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
dan wood
200 w. 90th st.
apt. 12 f
new york, NY 10024

202-429-3945

Thomas Powers
22 Lebeaux Dr. , Shrewsbury, MA 01545

February 8, 2008 10:30 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Thomas Powers
22 Lebeaux Dr.
Shrewsbury, MA 01545

202-429-3945

Raymond Kilgore
3424 Sweetbriar Dr , Akron, OH 443212039

February 8, 2008 10:30 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Raymond Kilgore
3424 Sweetbriar Dr
Akron, OH 44321-2039

202-429-3945

Phyllis Helmes
64 Beverly Heights , Rochester, NY 14616

February 8, 2008 10:30 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Helmes
64 Beverly Heights
Rochester, NY 14616

202-429-3945

Martin Marcus
5015 Greenbrier Ave , San Diego, CA 92120

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Martin Marcus
5015 Greenbrier Ave
San Diego, CA 92120

202-429-3945

Larry Powell
5216 Raintree Circle , Culver City, CA 90230

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Larry Powell
5216 Raintree Circle
Culver City, CA 90230

202-429-3945

Robert Byrnes
12 Harward Street The Gap, Brisbane, 14061 Australia

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Byrnes
12 Harward Street
The Gap
Brisbane 14061

202-429-3945

Edward Gerster
9325 SW 77th Ave #247 , Miami, FL 33156

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Edward Gerster
9325 SW 77th Ave #247
Miami, FL 33156

202-429-3945

H. Coetzee
505 Venado Vista Drive , La Canada, CA 91011

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
H. Coetzee
505 Venado Vista Drive
La Canada, CA 91011

202-429-3945

Stacey Meyer
1608 Quincy Avenue , Racine, WI 53405

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Stacey Meyer
1608 Quincy Avenue
Racine, WI 53405

202-429-3945

Bruce Bennett
1001 Bridgeway #185 , Sausalito, CA 94965

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bruce Bennett
1001 Bridgeway #185
Sausalito, CA 94965

202-429-3945

Rita Ryan
111 West Columbia , Evansville, IN 47710

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rita Ryan
111 West Columbia
Evansville, IN 47710

202-429-3945

Robin Tremblay-Costello
51 Ledge Rd. , haverhill, MA 01830

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robin Tremblay-Costello
51 Ledge Rd.
haverhill, MA 01830

202-429-3945

Carole Levenson
492 Staten Avenue #1103 , Oakland, CA 94610

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carole Levenson
492 Staten Avenue #1103
Oakland, CA 94610

202-429-3945

Joyce DeVaney
2842 McKeag Drive , Fort Collins, CO 805266204

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joyce DeVaney
2842 McKeag Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80526-6204

202-429-3945

Brice Grunert
3800 Rock Quarry Rd , Columbia, MO 65201

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brice Grunert
3800 Rock Quarry Rd
Columbia, MO 65201

202-429-3945

JOHN B. MORGEN
11619 E. VIA SALIDA , YUMA, AZ 85367

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
JOHN B. MORGEN
11619 E. VIA SALIDA
YUMA, AZ 85367

202-429-3945

Lowell D. Corbin
7330 Asplund Road Lake County, tustin, MI 496889630

February 8, 2008 10:29 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lowell D. Corbin
7330 Asplund Road
Lake County
tustin, MI 49688-9630

202-429-3945

claudia Longmore
3 schoolhouse crossing , wethersfield, CT 06109

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
claudia Longmore
3 schoolhouse crossing
wethersfield, CT 06109

202-429-3945

Dan Kozarsky
366 Sierra Vista Ave Apt 12 , Mountain View, CA 940432985

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dan Kozarsky
366 Sierra Vista Ave Apt 12
Mountain View, CA 94043-2985

202-429-3945

Marian Carter
2149 E. Norma Avenue , West Covina, CA 91791

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marian Carter
2149 E. Norma Avenue
West Covina, CA 91791

202-429-3945

Moraima Suarez
215 21st Street , BROOKLYN, NY 11232

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Moraima Suarez
215 21st Street
BROOKLYN, NY 11232

202-429-3945

Mary Ellen Casey
27 Pilgrim Road , Bristol, CT 06010

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Ellen Casey
27 Pilgrim Road
Bristol, CT 06010

202-429-3945

Nancy Lewis
129 N 144th Street , Seattle, WA 98133

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nancy Lewis
129 N 144th Street
Seattle, WA 98133

202-429-3945

Heidi Shuler
4494 Bixby Circle , Pensacola, FL 32514

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Heidi Shuler
4494 Bixby Circle
Pensacola, FL 32514

202-429-3945

JAMES JACKSON
1007 WISP CREEK DRIVE , BAILEY, CO 80421

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
JAMES JACKSON
1007 WISP CREEK DRIVE
BAILEY, CO 80421

202-429-3945

Billie Jean Williams
17677 Filbert , Fontana, CA 92335

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Billie Jean Williams
17677 Filbert
Fontana, CA 92335

202-429-3945

Michael Goldston
745 S. Main St. , Star, ID 83669

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Goldston
745 S. Main St.
Star, ID 83669

202-429-3945

mary wakeman
2710 azalea drive , greensboro, NC 27407

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
mary wakeman
2710 azalea drive
greensboro, NC 27407

202-429-3945

Gary Scheuerlein
15830 Washoan Rd. , Apple Valley, CA 923073140

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Gary Scheuerlein
15830 Washoan Rd.
Apple Valley, CA 92307-3140

202-429-3945

Rachael Stackhouse
645 Davis Avenue , Staten Island, NY 10310

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rachael Stackhouse
645 Davis Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10310

202-429-3945

Courtney Small
7664 Hollywood Blvd , Los Angeles, CA 90046

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Courtney Small
7664 Hollywood Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90046

202-429-3945

Tammi Stolpe
2443 Hampshire Sq. , Fort Collins, CO 80526

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tammi Stolpe
2443 Hampshire Sq.
Fort Collins, CO 80526

202-429-3945

frances kenny
2507 south horton st , seattle, WA 98144

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
frances kenny
2507 south horton st
seattle, WA 98144

202-429-3945

Pete Duarte
4229 0'Keefe Drive , El Paso, TX 79902

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Pete Duarte
4229 0'Keefe Drive
El Paso, TX 79902

202-429-3945

Sammantha Partlow
1008 Corona Street 202 , Denver, CO 80218

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sammantha Partlow
1008 Corona Street 202
Denver, CO 80218

202-429-3945

Kathleen Burke
14061 23rd PL N , SEATTLE, WA 98125

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Burke
14061 23rd PL N
SEATTLE, WA 98125

202-429-3945

Terri Lampman
515 Regan Drive , East Dundee, IL 60118

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Terri Lampman
515 Regan Drive
East Dundee, IL 60118

202-429-3945

Tom Beatini
22 Wierimus Road , Hillsdale, NJ 07642

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tom Beatini
22 Wierimus Road
Hillsdale, NJ 07642

202-429-3945

Carol Landesman
8347 S E Orient Drive , Gresham, OR 97080

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol Landesman
8347 S E Orient Drive
Gresham, OR 97080

202-429-3945

Bunny Bornstein
1926 Silverwood Ave. , Mountain View, CA 94043

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bunny Bornstein
1926 Silverwood Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043

202-429-3945

Wendy Sainsot
165 Asbury Road , Egg Harbor Township, NJ 08234

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Wendy Sainsot
165 Asbury Road
Egg Harbor Township, NJ 08234

202-429-3945

shaz coleman
3685 dry run , west portsmouth, OH 45663

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
shaz coleman
3685 dry run
west portsmouth, OH 45663

202-429-3945

Mary E. Robbins
1104 Morningstar Trl. , Richardson, TX 750814412

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary E. Robbins
1104 Morningstar Trl.
Richardson, TX 75081-4412

202-429-3945

Sally Sandine
38791 N Gilbert Avenue , Beach Park, IL 60099

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sally Sandine
38791 N Gilbert Avenue
Beach Park, IL 60099

202-429-3945

Mark Burwinkel
4386 Hamilton, #1 , Cincinnati, OH 45223

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mark Burwinkel
4386 Hamilton, #1
Cincinnati, OH 45223

202-429-3945

Joe M
9853 Walley Ave , Philadelphia, PA 19115

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joe M
9853 Walley Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19115

202-429-3945

Kamal Prasad
2845 Bowen St , Graton, CA 95444

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kamal Prasad
2845 Bowen St
Graton, CA 95444

202-429-3945

Carol Kemmerer
9601 N. 42nd Dr. , Phoenix, AZ 85051

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol Kemmerer
9601 N. 42nd Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85051

202-429-3945

Rev. Melody Heart
P.O. Box 3050 , Sedona, AZ 86340

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rev. Melody Heart
P.O. Box 3050
Sedona, AZ 86340

202-429-3945

Pamela Jiranek
175 Waring Rd. , Memphis, TN 38117

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Pamela Jiranek
175 Waring Rd.
Memphis, TN 38117

202-429-3945

Martin Becker
834 Hyacinth Court , Marco Island, FL 34145

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Martin Becker
834 Hyacinth Court
Marco Island, FL 34145

202-429-3945

Edmond Lareau
281 4th ave. , Redwood City, CA 94063

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Edmond Lareau
281 4th ave.
Redwood City, CA 94063

202-429-3945

Roberta Belulovich
865 West End Avenue #10D , New York, NY 10025-8406

February 8, 2008 10:28 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Roberta Belulovich
865 West End Avenue #10D
New York, NY 10025-8406

202-429-3945

Ted Baer
2120 North Pacific Ave. , Santa Cruz, CA 95060

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ted Baer
2120 North Pacific Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

202-429-3945

Bob Shippee
13000 Trinity Court , Richmond, VA 23233

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bob Shippee
13000 Trinity Court
Richmond, VA 23233

202-429-3945

David Kemmerer
9601 N 42nd Dr , Phoenix, AZ 85051

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
David Kemmerer
9601 N 42nd Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85051

202-429-3945

Lani Wooll
3603 Colegrove Street , San Mateo, CA 94403

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lani Wooll
3603 Colegrove Street
San Mateo, CA 94403

202-429-3945

Candace Moore
9321 Candlewood Drive , Huntington Beach, CA 92646

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Candace Moore
9321 Candlewood Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92646

202-429-3945

GInger Anderson
9915 England Drive , Overland Park, KS 66212

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
GInger Anderson
9915 England Drive
Overland Park, KS 66212

202-429-3945

Sita Chaney, Ph.D.
868 Wabash Ct. , Claremont, CA 91711

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sita Chaney, Ph.D.
868 Wabash Ct.
Claremont, CA 91711

202-429-3945

Molly Noone
6901 S. McClintock Dr. Apt #263, Tempe, AZ 852834193

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Molly Noone
6901 S. McClintock Dr.
Apt #263
Tempe, AZ 85283-4193

202-429-3945

Kerri Saxer
245 Nokomis Parkway , Cheektowaga, NY 14225

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kerri Saxer
245 Nokomis Parkway
Cheektowaga, NY 14225

202-429-3945

alexa gusick
1345 N. las palmas Ave. #2 , los Angeles, CA 90028

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
alexa gusick
1345 N. las palmas Ave. #2
los Angeles, CA 90028

202-429-3945

James Woodruff
535 S. State St. , Sutherlin, OR 97479

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
James Woodruff
535 S. State St.
Sutherlin, OR 97479

202-429-3945

Bruce Jackson
1215 W Channel Islands Blvd , Oxnard, CA 93033

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bruce Jackson
1215 W Channel Islands Blvd
Oxnard, CA 93033

202-429-3945

Sandie Reed
9731 Mallard Ave , Garden Grove, CA 92844

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sandie Reed
9731 Mallard Ave
Garden Grove, CA 92844

202-429-3945

Kalmon Kaufer
9811 E Suton Dr , Scottsdale, AZ 852604430

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kalmon Kaufer
9811 E Suton Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85260-4430

202-429-3945

Tedd Kawakami
4788A W Mountain View Drive , San Diego, CA 921161615

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tedd Kawakami
4788A W Mountain View Drive
San Diego, CA 92116-1615

202-429-3945

Linda Neumann
PO Box 656 , Balboa, CA 92661

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Neumann
PO Box 656
Balboa, CA 92661

202-429-3945

Gary Thompson
4622 W. 149Th Street , Lawndale, CA 90260

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Gary Thompson
4622 W. 149Th Street
Lawndale, CA 90260

202-429-3945

Uta Cortimilia
5105 Sundale Lane NE , Fort Payne, AL 359677705

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Uta Cortimilia
5105 Sundale Lane NE
Fort Payne, AL 35967-7705

202-429-3945

Joyce "Campbell, Ph.D."
3336 Winlock Road , Torrance, CA 90505

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joyce "Campbell, Ph.D."
3336 Winlock Road
Torrance, CA 90505

202-429-3945

ford barr
500 Sherburn Ln A2 , Louisville, KY 40207

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
ford barr
500 Sherburn Ln A2
Louisville, KY 40207

202-429-3945

Warren Fremling
1408 Ben Court , Winthrop Harbor, IL 60096

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Warren Fremling
1408 Ben Court
Winthrop Harbor, IL 60096

202-429-3945

Bryan deSilva
4306 E Zenith Lane , Cave Creek, AZ 85331

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bryan deSilva
4306 E Zenith Lane
Cave Creek, AZ 85331

202-429-3945

Andrew Held
140 Easthampton Road , Westhampton, MA 01027

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Andrew Held
140 Easthampton Road
Westhampton, MA 01027

202-429-3945

William Lee Kohler
1238 Coburg Rd , Eugene, OR 97401

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
William Lee Kohler
1238 Coburg Rd
Eugene, OR 97401

202-429-3945

Myrna Brown
9309 Marshall St. , Rosemead, CA 917702028

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Myrna Brown
9309 Marshall St.
Rosemead, CA 91770-2028

202-429-3945

Andrea Pellicani
512 Juilliard Park Dr. , Santa Rosa, CA 954016312

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Andrea Pellicani
512 Juilliard Park Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-6312

202-429-3945

Walter Putter
117 Hatherly Road , Syracuse, NY 13224

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Walter Putter
117 Hatherly Road
Syracuse, NY 13224

202-429-3945

Carrie Santulli Schudda
510 Ash St. , Oregon, WI 53575

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carrie Santulli Schudda
510 Ash St.
Oregon, WI 53575

202-429-3945

Peter Paton
P.O. Box 404 , Unity, ME 04988

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Peter Paton
P.O. Box 404
Unity, ME 04988

202-429-3945

Laura Barber
Standish Drive , Ridgefield, CT 06877

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Laura Barber
Standish Drive
Ridgefield, CT 06877

202-429-3945

Jeffrey Hurwitz
582 - 42nd Avenue , San Francisco, CA 94121

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Hurwitz
582 - 42nd Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

202-429-3945

Marc Maloney
6824 Woodlock Way , citrus heights, CA 95621

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marc Maloney
6824 Woodlock Way
citrus heights, CA 95621

202-429-3945

steve Lustgarden
28 Hanover Court , Santa Cruz, CA 95062

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
steve Lustgarden
28 Hanover Court
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

202-429-3945

Lee Russ
334 dewey Street , Bennington, VT 05201

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lee Russ
334 dewey Street
Bennington, VT 05201

202-429-3945

John Templin
10433 Augsburger Rd. , Bluffton, OH 458179508

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Templin
10433 Augsburger Rd.
Bluffton, OH 45817-9508

202-429-3945

Sandra Sue Dent
1151 Tower Blvd , Lake Wales, FL 33853

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sandra Sue Dent
1151 Tower Blvd
Lake Wales, FL 33853

202-429-3945

Berklee Robins
14071 Chatham Court , Lake Oswego, OR 97035

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Berklee Robins
14071 Chatham Court
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

202-429-3945

Larry Owens
3 Puerto Rd. , Santa Fe, NM 87508

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Larry Owens
3 Puerto Rd.
Santa Fe, NM 87508

202-429-3945

Pam Rhine
32936 Kelly Lane , Yucaipa, CA 92399

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Pam Rhine
32936 Kelly Lane
Yucaipa, CA 92399

202-429-3945

Alice Walzer
4772 Tradewinds Dr , Sanibel, FL 33957

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Alice Walzer
4772 Tradewinds Dr
Sanibel, FL 33957

202-429-3945

Theo Woznick
600 GLEN DALE STREET , DACONO, CO 80514

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Theo Woznick
600 GLEN DALE STREET
DACONO, CO 80514

202-429-3945

Richard Fullerton
2315 Frederick Dr , Winston Salem, NC 27103

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Richard Fullerton
2315 Frederick Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27103

202-429-3945

Kevin Peer
P.O. Box 153 , Whitethorn, CA 95589

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kevin Peer
P.O. Box 153
Whitethorn, CA 95589

202-429-3945

Patricia Webb
171 fieldstone Drive , Londonderry, NH 03053

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Patricia Webb
171 fieldstone Drive
Londonderry, NH 03053

202-429-3945

Luis Mon
4466 University Av. #7 , Riverside, CA 925013171

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Luis Mon
4466 University Av. #7
Riverside, CA 92501-3171

202-429-3945

Karryn Hart
9140 W State , De Graff, OH 43318

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Karryn Hart
9140 W State
De Graff, OH 43318

202-429-3945

Shaya Isenberg
PO Box 90192 , Gainesville, FL 32607

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Shaya Isenberg
PO Box 90192
Gainesville, FL 32607

202-429-3945

Alison Smith
2841 188th Street , Lansing, IL 60438

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Alison Smith
2841 188th Street
Lansing, IL 60438

202-429-3945

Kathryn Simmons
1024 Brookhaven Dr , Aiken, SC 29803

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Simmons
1024 Brookhaven Dr
Aiken, SC 29803

202-429-3945

Phyllis Hyde
1327 N. Laurel Av., #4 , West Hollywood, CA 90046

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Hyde
1327 N. Laurel Av., #4
West Hollywood, CA 90046

202-429-3945

R. J. Williams
4000 N. Hills Dr. #34 , Hollywood, FL 330212443

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
R. J. Williams
4000 N. Hills Dr. #34
Hollywood, FL 33021-2443

202-429-3945

Maria vasquez
3352 1/2 Estrada St. , Los Angeles, CA 90023

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Maria vasquez
3352 1/2 Estrada St.
Los Angeles, CA 90023

202-429-3945

kathy shann
81 dean rd , mendham, NJ 07945

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
kathy shann
81 dean rd
mendham, NJ 07945

202-429-3945

staloff@staloff.com Staloff
1605 Mayflower Lane , Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
staloff@staloff.com Staloff
1605 Mayflower Lane
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

202-429-3945

Kelly LaToza
12320 76th Ave , Palos Heights, IL 60463

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kelly LaToza
12320 76th Ave
Palos Heights, IL 60463

202-429-3945

Ernesto Sagas
161 Garden Drive Apt. 11, Manchester, NH 03102

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ernesto Sagas
161 Garden Drive
Apt. 11
Manchester, NH 03102

202-429-3945

Dow Strader
338 Brookwood Drive , Bristol, TN 376202811

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dow Strader
338 Brookwood Drive
Bristol, TN 37620-2811

202-429-3945

Robert Ridgeway
541 Rockmont Road , Greenville, SC 29615

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Ridgeway
541 Rockmont Road
Greenville, SC 29615

202-429-3945

Robert Jacobson
342 Dean Street , Brooklyn, NY 112171905

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Jacobson
342 Dean Street
Brooklyn, NY 11217-1905

202-429-3945

Nancy Ross
4805 River Grove Dr , Paso Robles, CA 93446

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nancy Ross
4805 River Grove Dr
Paso Robles, CA 93446

202-429-3945

Michael Dobson
5458 Alwood Forest , St. Louis, MO 63128

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Dobson
5458 Alwood Forest
St. Louis, MO 63128

202-429-3945

Jeremy Schneider
15 Donna Street , New City, NY 10956

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Schneider
15 Donna Street
New City, NY 10956

202-429-3945

Eric West
119 Pine Tree Drive , Ormond Beach, FL 32174

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Eric West
119 Pine Tree Drive
Ormond Beach, FL 32174

202-429-3945

HARRIET DAMESEK
4 Sandpoint Circle , ORMOND BEACH, FL 32174

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
HARRIET DAMESEK
4 Sandpoint Circle
ORMOND BEACH, FL 32174

202-429-3945

Tracy Schiess
PO Box 855 , Kila, MT 59920

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tracy Schiess
PO Box 855
Kila, MT 59920

202-429-3945

Kevin Proescholdt
2833 43rd Ave S , Minneapolis, MN 55406

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kevin Proescholdt
2833 43rd Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406

202-429-3945

douglas clough
2 welland pl , champaign, IL 61821

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
douglas clough
2 welland pl
champaign, IL 61821

202-429-3945

Cathy darnell
P O Box , Asheville, NC 28815

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Cathy darnell
P O Box
Asheville, NC 28815

202-429-3945

Eric Wagner
5631 Cantaloupe Ave , Valley Glen, CA 91401

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Eric Wagner
5631 Cantaloupe Ave
Valley Glen, CA 91401

202-429-3945

Phillip Mitchell
10749 N. Avenida Vallejo , Oro Valley, AZ 85737

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Phillip Mitchell
10749 N. Avenida Vallejo
Oro Valley, AZ 85737

202-429-3945

Kathy Zalenko
484 E. Maplehurst , FERNDALE, MI 48220

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kathy Zalenko
484 E. Maplehurst
FERNDALE, MI 48220

202-429-3945

Damian McDonnell
5 Harriet Dr. , Bridgewater, MA 02324

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Damian McDonnell
5 Harriet Dr.
Bridgewater, MA 02324

202-429-3945

Drew Keller
djgruves@hotmail.com , Knoxville, TN 37919

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Drew Keller
djgruves@hotmail.com
Knoxville, TN 37919

202-429-3945

Susan Helmer
1708 Linden , Des Plaines, IL 60018

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susan Helmer
1708 Linden
Des Plaines, IL 60018

202-429-3945

Linda L. Lillow
5117 La Subida St. NW , Albuquerque, NM 87105

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda L. Lillow
5117 La Subida St. NW
Albuquerque, NM 87105

202-429-3945

Adam Giancarlo
108 Saranac Ave. , Buffalo, NY 14216

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Adam Giancarlo
108 Saranac Ave.
Buffalo, NY 14216

202-429-3945

Barbara A. Cordts
1018 N Mahaffie , Olathe, KS 66061

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Barbara A. Cordts
1018 N Mahaffie
Olathe, KS 66061

202-429-3945

Eric Fromholz
6126 Wexford Road , Indianapolis, IN 46220

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Eric Fromholz
6126 Wexford Road
Indianapolis, IN 46220

202-429-3945

Dorothy Kata
2052 Lake Citrus Dr , Clearwater, FL 337632366

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Kata
2052 Lake Citrus Dr
Clearwater, FL 33763-2366

202-429-3945

Carol Delisi
76 Sundowner Rd , Sheridan, MT 59749

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol Delisi
76 Sundowner Rd
Sheridan, MT 59749

202-429-3945

Marcla Clarke
202 N. Samsula Drive , New Smyrna Beach, FL 32168

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marcla Clarke
202 N. Samsula Drive
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32168

202-429-3945

Ramona Cardon
893 Lenzen Avenue, #314 , San Jose, CA 95126

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ramona Cardon
893 Lenzen Avenue, #314
San Jose, CA 95126

202-429-3945

Sandy Thomas
2135 Monticello Road , Napa, CA 94558

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sandy Thomas
2135 Monticello Road
Napa, CA 94558

202-429-3945

Susi Godfrey
8 Berkshire Terrace , Wayne, PA 19087

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susi Godfrey
8 Berkshire Terrace
Wayne, PA 19087

202-429-3945

Brian Connolly
PO Box 7631 , Bend, OR 97708

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brian Connolly
PO Box 7631
Bend, OR 97708

202-429-3945

Sara Hall Phillips
159 W Pacemont Road , Columbus, OH 43202

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sara Hall Phillips
159 W Pacemont Road
Columbus, OH 43202

202-429-3945

Kay Gillis
317 Palm Avenue , Kentfield, CA 94904

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kay Gillis
317 Palm Avenue
Kentfield, CA 94904

202-429-3945

Paul Trapido
501 Dogwood Lane , Conshohocken, PA 19428

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paul Trapido
501 Dogwood Lane
Conshohocken, PA 19428

202-429-3945

Jamie Lurtz
206 E Adele St , Anaheim, CA 92805

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jamie Lurtz
206 E Adele St
Anaheim, CA 92805

202-429-3945

chris grundstrom
291 putnam st apt L , san francisco, CA 94110

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
chris grundstrom
291 putnam st apt L
san francisco, CA 94110

202-429-3945

Matthew Richmond
4800 S. West Shore Blvd. Apt. 202, Tampa, FL 33611

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Matthew Richmond
4800 S. West Shore Blvd.
Apt. 202
Tampa, FL 33611

202-429-3945

Christopher Boyd
5111 Route 82 , Salt Point, NY 12578

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Christopher Boyd
5111 Route 82
Salt Point, NY 12578

202-429-3945

Alan Bartl
512 Juilliard Park Dr. , Santa Rosa, CA 954016312

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Alan Bartl
512 Juilliard Park Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-6312

202-429-3945

Mary Arthars
112 Dover Chester Road randolph, Randolph, NJ 07869

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Arthars
112 Dover Chester Road
randolph
Randolph, NJ 07869

202-429-3945

Kathryn Grace
201 South Hill Ter. , Ithaca, NY 148505605

February 8, 2008 10:25 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Grace
201 South Hill Ter.
Ithaca, NY 14850-5605

202-429-3945

Brian Ainsley
5330 W. Bowker Street , Laveen, AZ 85339

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brian Ainsley
5330 W. Bowker Street
Laveen, AZ 85339

202-429-3945

Janis Andersen
2628 Worden Street, #145 , San Diego, CA 92110

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Janis Andersen
2628 Worden Street, #145
San Diego, CA 92110

202-429-3945

Mary Mellenthin
1258 Beechwood Ct , Schaumburg, IL 60193

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Mellenthin
1258 Beechwood Ct
Schaumburg, IL 60193

202-429-3945

beth gehman
141 marked tree , needham, MA 02492

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
beth gehman
141 marked tree
needham, MA 02492

202-429-3945

Vivianne Nantel
200 Stuyvesant Drive , San Anselmo, CA 94960

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Vivianne Nantel
200 Stuyvesant Drive
San Anselmo, CA 94960

202-429-3945

TERRY HEITKAMP
129 S. HANOVER ST , MINSTER, OH 45865

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
TERRY HEITKAMP
129 S. HANOVER ST
MINSTER, OH 45865

202-429-3945

Paul Ezust
70 Wendell Street , Cambridge, MA 021381965

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paul Ezust
70 Wendell Street
Cambridge, MA 02138-1965

202-429-3945

Jill Ganassi
116 E. Devonia Ave , Mt. Vernon, NY 10552

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jill Ganassi
116 E. Devonia Ave
Mt. Vernon, NY 10552

202-429-3945

ben benjamin
5628 mcadoo , sacramento, CA 95819

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
ben benjamin
5628 mcadoo
sacramento, CA 95819

202-429-3945

Karen Miller
315 Spinnaker Way , Seal Beach, CA 907405988

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Karen Miller
315 Spinnaker Way
Seal Beach, CA 90740-5988

202-429-3945

Larry Buck
13172 SE Crooked Stick Lane , Hobe Sound, FL 33455

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Larry Buck
13172 SE Crooked Stick Lane
Hobe Sound, FL 33455

202-429-3945

Kenneth W Hayes
500 E Riverside Dr #258 , Austin, TX 787041343

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kenneth W Hayes
500 E Riverside Dr #258
Austin, TX 78704-1343

202-429-3945

Bryan Kelley
6250 SW Bonita Road F-105, Lake Oswego, OR 97035

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bryan Kelley
6250 SW Bonita Road
F-105
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

202-429-3945

Holly Holtrop
1248 The Grove Rd , Orange Park, FL 32073

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Holly Holtrop
1248 The Grove Rd
Orange Park, FL 32073

202-429-3945

Beverly Robison
PO Box 570 , Albion, CA 95410

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Beverly Robison
PO Box 570
Albion, CA 95410

202-429-3945

Carol Knutson
3973 SE Mall St , Portland, OR 97202

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol Knutson
3973 SE Mall St
Portland, OR 97202

202-429-3945

Nicole Berkheimer
4219 Lamour Road , Knoxville, TN 37909

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nicole Berkheimer
4219 Lamour Road
Knoxville, TN 37909

202-429-3945

Bradford Goodwin
25325 SE 216th St. , Maple Valley, WA 98038

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bradford Goodwin
25325 SE 216th St.
Maple Valley, WA 98038

202-429-3945

Jennifer Klesh
512 Knightsbridge Ct. Apt C2, Bensalem, PA 19020

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Klesh
512 Knightsbridge Ct.
Apt C2
Bensalem, PA 19020

202-429-3945

G Bartpal
PO box 37 , High Bridge, NJ 08829

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
G Bartpal
PO box 37
High Bridge, NJ 08829

202-429-3945

Ben Justin Conover
704 Creek Street , Copperas Cove, TX 76522

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ben Justin Conover
704 Creek Street
Copperas Cove, TX 76522

202-429-3945

Jeffrey A Jenkins
141 Versailles Rd , Rochester, NY 14621

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey A Jenkins
141 Versailles Rd
Rochester, NY 14621

202-429-3945

Darla Barnshaw
123 W Sylvan Ave , Morton, PA 19070

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Darla Barnshaw
123 W Sylvan Ave
Morton, PA 19070

202-429-3945

Nathan Pride
35246 Currier , Wayne, MI 48184

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nathan Pride
35246 Currier
Wayne, MI 48184

202-429-3945

Jan Cowan
3332 Saddleridge Drive , St. Charles, MO 63301

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jan Cowan
3332 Saddleridge Drive
St. Charles, MO 63301

202-429-3945

Mary Workman
1615 Moreno Ter , Deltona, FL 32725

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Workman
1615 Moreno Ter
Deltona, FL 32725

202-429-3945

Virginia Rattazzi
15668 Iron Canyon Road , Canyon Country, CA 91387

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Virginia Rattazzi
15668 Iron Canyon Road
Canyon Country, CA 91387

202-429-3945

Cliff Nesbit
P.O. Box 128 849 Township Line Rd., Wycombe, PA 18980

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Cliff Nesbit
P.O. Box 128
849 Township Line Rd.
Wycombe, PA 18980

202-429-3945

David VanDeCarr
118B Myrtle st. , Waltham, MA 02453

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
David VanDeCarr
118B Myrtle st.
Waltham, MA 02453

202-429-3945

Anne Desmond
89 Rose Court , Lemont, IL 60439

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Anne Desmond
89 Rose Court
Lemont, IL 60439

202-429-3945

Patricia Killen
172 Elm St Unit B , Woodland, CA 956953279

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Patricia Killen
172 Elm St Unit B
Woodland, CA 95695-3279

202-429-3945

Allyson Frye-Henderson
2770 Caminito El Dorado , Del Mar, CA 92014

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Allyson Frye-Henderson
2770 Caminito El Dorado
Del Mar, CA 92014

202-429-3945

Sadia Caceres
5708 SW 36th CT , Hollywood, FL 33023

February 8, 2008 10:17 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sadia Caceres
5708 SW 36th CT
Hollywood, FL 33023

202-429-3945

Marilyn Molinari
7309 Asman Ave , West Hills, CA 91307

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Molinari
7309 Asman Ave
West Hills, CA 91307

202-429-3945

Pat Wilkens
W2343 Spirit Wood , Ogema, WI 54459

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Pat Wilkens
W2343 Spirit Wood
Ogema, WI 54459

202-429-3945

Embers Stephens
4354 Essex Rd , Macon, GA 31206

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Embers Stephens
4354 Essex Rd
Macon, GA 31206

202-429-3945

Brenda Lewis
539B Antoine Creek Road , Chelan, WA 98816

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brenda Lewis
539B Antoine Creek Road
Chelan, WA 98816

202-429-3945

Natalie Lilja
2169 Astoria Circle , HERNDON, VA 20170

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Natalie Lilja
2169 Astoria Circle
HERNDON, VA 20170

202-429-3945

Amy Laird
12364 Risman Drive Ap 201 , Plymouth, MI 48170

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Amy Laird
12364 Risman Drive Ap 201
Plymouth, MI 48170

202-429-3945

Dawn Spencer
121 Havana Glen , Montour Falls, NY 14865

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dawn Spencer
121 Havana Glen
Montour Falls, NY 14865

202-429-3945

Kim Merville
540 HAMMOND Street , Pittsburgh, PA 15204

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kim Merville
540 HAMMOND Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15204

202-429-3945

Karla Shockley
7566 Benner Road , Johnstown, OH 43031

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Karla Shockley
7566 Benner Road
Johnstown, OH 43031

202-429-3945

Douglas McCormick
23602 Via Paloma , Trabuco Canyon, CA 92679

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Douglas McCormick
23602 Via Paloma
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92679

202-429-3945

francine cohen farley
7808 ardmore ave. , wyndmoor, PA 19038

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
francine cohen farley
7808 ardmore ave.
wyndmoor, PA 19038

202-429-3945

Angela Marra
4208 Sea Gate Avenue , Brooklyn, NY 11224

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Angela Marra
4208 Sea Gate Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11224

202-429-3945

Melanie Lovato
914 5th St. NW , Albuquerque, NM 87102

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Melanie Lovato
914 5th St. NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102

202-429-3945

JJ Sweeney
2918 SE 43rd Ave. , Portland, OR 97206

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
JJ Sweeney
2918 SE 43rd Ave.
Portland, OR 97206

202-429-3945

Randall Schietzelt
4419 Walkup Road , Crystal Lake, IL 60012

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Randall Schietzelt
4419 Walkup Road
Crystal Lake, IL 60012

202-429-3945

Maura Buckley
332 East 51st Street , Indianapolis, IN 46205

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Maura Buckley
332 East 51st Street
Indianapolis, IN 46205

202-429-3945

Anthony Peluso
185 Inlet Lane , Greenport, NY 11944

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Anthony Peluso
185 Inlet Lane
Greenport, NY 11944

202-429-3945

Brenda Ransom
740 Cedar Glen Dr. , St. Charles, MO 63304

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brenda Ransom
740 Cedar Glen Dr.
St. Charles, MO 63304

202-429-3945

Linda Mendelson
PO Box Box17056 , Seattle, WA 98127

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Mendelson
PO Box Box17056
Seattle, WA 98127

202-429-3945

Dorothy Hanes
22803 W. Bluff Dr. , West Linn, OR 97068

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Hanes
22803 W. Bluff Dr.
West Linn, OR 97068

202-429-3945

Rebecca Rabinowitz
1985 West Street # 48, Southington, CT 064896004

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Rabinowitz
1985 West Street
# 48
Southington, CT 06489-6004

202-429-3945

Brian Moore
4351 Washington St. NE , Columbia Heights, MN 55421

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brian Moore
4351 Washington St. NE
Columbia Heights, MN 55421

202-429-3945

Evan McCoy
7220 Linden Ave N , Seattle, WA 98103

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Evan McCoy
7220 Linden Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103

202-429-3945

Dona DiStefano
7930 NE Baker Hill Rd. , Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dona DiStefano
7930 NE Baker Hill Rd.
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

202-429-3945

bret Polish
15757 royal ridge rd , sherman oaks, CA 91403

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
bret Polish
15757 royal ridge rd
sherman oaks, CA 91403

202-429-3945

Sarah Ballew
5025 Forest Avenue , Kansas City, MO 64110

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sarah Ballew
5025 Forest Avenue
Kansas City, MO 64110

202-429-3945

Wally Sykes
Box 733 , Joseph, OR 97846

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Wally Sykes
Box 733
Joseph, OR 97846

202-429-3945

NM Porter
4961 Cedarview , Ypsilanti, MI 48197

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
NM Porter
4961 Cedarview
Ypsilanti, MI 48197

202-429-3945

Sydney Kraus-Malett
94 Shoreham Drive , Rochester, NY 14618

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sydney Kraus-Malett
94 Shoreham Drive
Rochester, NY 14618

202-429-3945

David Buscher
120 W Lafayette Ave , Baltimore, MD 21217

February 8, 2008 10:15 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
David Buscher
120 W Lafayette Ave
Baltimore, MD 21217

202-429-3945

Keith Cowan
3709 S.W. Trenton St. , Seattle, WA 98126

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Keith Cowan
3709 S.W. Trenton St.
Seattle, WA 98126

202-429-3945

Ramsey Sealy
1356 N Stephens Avenue , Fayetteville, AR 72703

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ramsey Sealy
1356 N Stephens Avenue
Fayetteville, AR 72703

202-429-3945

Lavon Bayler
2251 Tara Drive , Elgin, IL 60123

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lavon Bayler
2251 Tara Drive
Elgin, IL 60123

202-429-3945

Sarah Wallbaum
7410 Booth St , Prairie Village, KS 66208

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sarah Wallbaum
7410 Booth St
Prairie Village, KS 66208

202-429-3945

Deborah Van Damme
p.o. box 1331 , Alamosa, CO 81101

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Deborah Van Damme
p.o. box 1331
Alamosa, CO 81101

202-429-3945

Lloyd Reynolds
10943 Obsidian Ct , Fountain Valley, CA 92708

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lloyd Reynolds
10943 Obsidian Ct
Fountain Valley, CA 92708

202-429-3945

Robert Williams
1740 E Northgate apt 1079 , Irving, TX 75062

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Williams
1740 E Northgate apt 1079
Irving, TX 75062

202-429-3945

Victoria Carpenter
779 65th St , Oakland, CA 94609

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Victoria Carpenter
779 65th St
Oakland, CA 94609

202-429-3945

Leroyce Mead
12903 Coridan Drive , Austin, TX 78727

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Leroyce Mead
12903 Coridan Drive
Austin, TX 78727

202-429-3945

Antone Johnson
201 E. Angeleno Ave. Unit 418, Burbank, CA 91502

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Antone Johnson
201 E. Angeleno Ave.
Unit 418
Burbank, CA 91502

202-429-3945

Maureen McGee
790 Alma Real Drive , Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Maureen McGee
790 Alma Real Drive
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

202-429-3945

John E. Reid
3351 Campbell Road , Mountain City, TN 376836235

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John E. Reid
3351 Campbell Road
Mountain City, TN 37683-6235

202-429-3945

Glenora Chamberlin
1873 Kent Av , Stayton, OR 973831343

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Glenora Chamberlin
1873 Kent Av
Stayton, OR 97383-1343

202-429-3945

TIM BROPHY
5055 E CAMINOCIELO RD , SANTA BARBARA, CA 931059761

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
TIM BROPHY
5055 E CAMINOCIELO RD
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105-9761

202-429-3945

Jeff Stern
1912 s compton Road road, Cleveland Heights, OH 44118

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jeff Stern
1912 s compton Road
road
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118

202-429-3945

Robert Meissler
331 Tequesta Dr Unit 222 , tequesta, FL 33469

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Meissler
331 Tequesta Dr Unit 222
tequesta, FL 33469

202-429-3945

Lisa Piner
1651 Iowa , Costa Mesa, CA 92626

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lisa Piner
1651 Iowa
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

202-429-3945

Alan Young
2067 Kinoole Street , Hilo, HI 967205325

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Alan Young
2067 Kinoole Street
Hilo, HI 96720-5325

202-429-3945

dini schut
2355 hempstead , toledo, OH 43606

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
dini schut
2355 hempstead
toledo, OH 43606

202-429-3945

J Hansen
4209 South West Avenue, #8 , Sioux Falls, SD 57105

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
J Hansen
4209 South West Avenue, #8
Sioux Falls, SD 57105

202-429-3945

David Schneider
4796 Wagon Wheel Lane , Santa Rosa, CA 954092534

February 8, 2008 10:13 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
David Schneider
4796 Wagon Wheel Lane
Santa Rosa, CA 95409-2534

202-429-3945

Stephanie Commyn
790 Drakeshire Drive , Walled Lake, MI 48390

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Commyn
790 Drakeshire Drive
Walled Lake, MI 48390

202-429-3945

Adriane Bovone
2399 12th ave #3 , San Francisco, CA 94116

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Adriane Bovone
2399 12th ave #3
San Francisco, CA 94116

202-429-3945

NATHANA MARUNICH
100 RUTH STREET , PITTSBURGH, PA 15211

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
NATHANA MARUNICH
100 RUTH STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15211

202-429-3945

Drew Martin
500 Lake Ave. #102 500 Lake Ave. #102, Lake Worth, FL 33460

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Drew Martin
500 Lake Ave. #102
500 Lake Ave. #102
Lake Worth, FL 33460

202-429-3945

sharlane blaise
941 SE 55th Ave , Portland, OR 97215

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
sharlane blaise
941 SE 55th Ave
Portland, OR 97215

202-429-3945

Jared Polens
366 1/2 Houghton St. , N.Adams, MA 01247

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jared Polens
366 1/2 Houghton St.
N.Adams, MA 01247

202-429-3945

John Oakley
438 Gay Winds Drive , Mount Juliet, TN 37122

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Oakley
438 Gay Winds Drive
Mount Juliet, TN 37122

202-429-3945

robin shweder
527 west 110th st. , new york, NY 10025

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
robin shweder
527 west 110th st.
new york, NY 10025

202-429-3945

Pat Dingleberry
111 Sterling Avenue , Jersey City, NJ 07305

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Pat Dingleberry
111 Sterling Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07305

202-429-3945

ann Fowler
3077 Desoto Rd. , sarasota, FL 34234

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
ann Fowler
3077 Desoto Rd.
sarasota, FL 34234

202-429-3945

Procol J. Payer
PO Box 8321 , Columbus, OH 43201

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Procol J. Payer
PO Box 8321
Columbus, OH 43201

202-429-3945

Marcia Cohen
243 S. Broadway , Hastings-on-Hudson, NY 107062904

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marcia Cohen
243 S. Broadway
Hastings-on-Hudson, NY 10706-2904

202-429-3945

John Hedrick
P.O. Box 175 , Monticello, FL 32345

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Hedrick
P.O. Box 175
Monticello, FL 32345

202-429-3945

Anthony Larson
4796 Mills Dr , Anchorage, AK 99508

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Anthony Larson
4796 Mills Dr
Anchorage, AK 99508

202-429-3945

Elizabeth Booth
2049 Glenco Terrace , Fort Worth, TX 76110

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Booth
2049 Glenco Terrace
Fort Worth, TX 76110

202-429-3945

scott alan
383 thiird st #207 , laguna beach, CA 92651

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
scott alan
383 thiird st #207
laguna beach, CA 92651

202-429-3945

David Hickey
734 w grand river lot 8 , okemos, MI 48864

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
David Hickey
734 w grand river lot 8
okemos, MI 48864

202-429-3945

Sandra Hitt
8527 Walnut Drive , Los Angeles, CA 90046

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sandra Hitt
8527 Walnut Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90046

202-429-3945

Karen Bonatti
19 Wilkins Rd , Braintree, MA 02184

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Karen Bonatti
19 Wilkins Rd
Braintree, MA 02184

202-429-3945

Laura Nicol
514-2750 carousel cres , ottawa, ON k1t1z5 Canada

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Laura Nicol
514-2750 carousel cres
ottawa, ON k1t1z5

202-429-3945

John Doyle
303 W. 11th St. Apt. 3E , New York, NY 10014

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Doyle
303 W. 11th St. Apt. 3E
New York, NY 10014

202-429-3945

Jambrina Sakellaropoulo
7422 Brown Bark Terrace , Charlotte, NC 28226

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jambrina Sakellaropoulo
7422 Brown Bark Terrace
Charlotte, NC 28226

202-429-3945

Rose Bruno
945 Lanini Dr , Hollister, CA 95023

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rose Bruno
945 Lanini Dr
Hollister, CA 95023

202-429-3945

Julie Parisi Kirby
36 Purdy Hollow Road , Woodstock, NY 12498

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Julie Parisi Kirby
36 Purdy Hollow Road
Woodstock, NY 12498

202-429-3945

Dixie Walter
140 Antonie Ave. N. , Eatonville, WA 98328

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dixie Walter
140 Antonie Ave. N.
Eatonville, WA 98328

202-429-3945

Robert Barrington
"32 Thorndike street, 2nd fl" , Beverly, MA 1915

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Barrington
"32 Thorndike street, 2nd fl"
Beverly, MA 1915

202-429-3945

Amanda Guthrie
PO Box 2374 , West Wendover, NV 89883

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Amanda Guthrie
PO Box 2374
West Wendover, NV 89883

202-429-3945

Joel (and Deborah) Slocum
29 Denton Road , Wellesley, MA 02482

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joel (and Deborah) Slocum
29 Denton Road
Wellesley, MA 02482

202-429-3945

Amanda Hilton
1181 Pleasant Oaks Dr. , Lewisville, TX 75067

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Amanda Hilton
1181 Pleasant Oaks Dr.
Lewisville, TX 75067

202-429-3945

Robert Lappo
10237 Fernglen Ave., Apt. #203, Tujunga, CA 910422275

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Lappo
10237 Fernglen Ave.,
Apt. #203
Tujunga, CA 91042-2275

202-429-3945

Deborah Patterson
14302 Cooper Rd , Phoenix, MD 21131

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Deborah Patterson
14302 Cooper Rd
Phoenix, MD 21131

202-429-3945

Patricia Jennings
49 Florence Street , Winchester, MA 01890

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Patricia Jennings
49 Florence Street
Winchester, MA 01890

202-429-3945

Deborah Oakley
7520 Roscow Hollow Road , Prairie Du Rocher, IL 62277

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Deborah Oakley
7520 Roscow Hollow Road
Prairie Du Rocher, IL 62277

202-429-3945

Perry Akins
2 Grace Lane , Bossier City, LA 71112

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Perry Akins
2 Grace Lane
Bossier City, LA 71112

202-429-3945

Laurel Wyman
345 31st Street , Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Laurel Wyman
345 31st Street
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

202-429-3945

John Laing
10613 Sierra Oaks , Austin, TX 787595166

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Laing
10613 Sierra Oaks
Austin, TX 78759-5166

202-429-3945

Richard Booth
26250 Dreschfield , Grosse Ile, MI 48138

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Richard Booth
26250 Dreschfield
Grosse Ile, MI 48138

202-429-3945

mark nordyke
224 mohawk trail , wayne, NJ 07470

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
mark nordyke
224 mohawk trail
wayne, NJ 07470

202-429-3945

Janet Duran
136 W 4th st , New York, NY 10012

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Janet Duran
136 W 4th st
New York, NY 10012

202-429-3945

Alan Hague
669 Wickenden St. , Providence, RI 02903

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Alan Hague
669 Wickenden St.
Providence, RI 02903

202-429-3945

Brenda Tarkowski
252 W. Hamilton Dr. , Palatine, IL 60067

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brenda Tarkowski
252 W. Hamilton Dr.
Palatine, IL 60067

202-429-3945

barbara rosenzweig
105 meadowfield , southampton, PA 18966

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
barbara rosenzweig
105 meadowfield
southampton, PA 18966

202-429-3945

Robert Bruno
945 Lanini Dr. , Hollister, CA 95023

February 8, 2008 10:11 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Bruno
945 Lanini Dr.
Hollister, CA 95023

202-429-3945

Mary Redoutey
500 S. La Veta Park Circle #9 , Orange, CA 92868

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Redoutey
500 S. La Veta Park Circle #9
Orange, CA 92868

202-429-3945

Louis Bubala
2040 Brenda Way , Carson City, NV 89704

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Louis Bubala
2040 Brenda Way
Carson City, NV 89704

202-429-3945

bernadette peno
35 st felix st , bklyn, NY 11217

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
bernadette peno
35 st felix st
bklyn, NY 11217

202-429-3945

Karen Stickney
4 Arbania Street , Auburn, ME 04210

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Karen Stickney
4 Arbania Street
Auburn, ME 04210

202-429-3945

C Davis
119 Euclid Ave , Sharon, PA 16146

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
C Davis
119 Euclid Ave
Sharon, PA 16146

202-429-3945

Swami Daasyananda
108 Yogaville Way , Buckingham, VA 23921

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Swami Daasyananda
108 Yogaville Way
Buckingham, VA 23921

202-429-3945

kmiber;ly hausner
211 south hesperides street , tampa, FL 33609

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
kmiber;ly hausner
211 south hesperides street
tampa, FL 33609

202-429-3945

laura koulih
50 w 97 st , ny, NY 10025

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
laura koulih
50 w 97 st
ny, NY 10025

202-429-3945

Betty Coleman
207 Macenroe Drive , Blacklick, OH 43004

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Betty Coleman
207 Macenroe Drive
Blacklick, OH 43004

202-429-3945

joan anderson
p.o.box 754 , Kihei, HI 96753

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
joan anderson
p.o.box 754
Kihei, HI 96753

202-429-3945

Esther Frances
941 Samsonville Rd. , "Kerhonkson,", NY 12446

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Esther Frances
941 Samsonville Rd.
"Kerhonkson,", NY 12446

202-429-3945

Shirley Crenshaw
1411 Willow Brook Cove #10 , Saint Louis, MO 63146

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Shirley Crenshaw
1411 Willow Brook Cove #10
Saint Louis, MO 63146

202-429-3945

Karen Feit
3637 Camelot Dr , Annandale, VA 22003

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Karen Feit
3637 Camelot Dr
Annandale, VA 22003

202-429-3945

Colleen Budzien
11322 W. National Ave. #205, West Allis, WI 532273136

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Colleen Budzien
11322 W. National Ave.
#205
West Allis, WI 53227-3136

202-429-3945

Michal Lynch
411 W. Anapamu St. #C , Santa Barbara, CA 93101

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michal Lynch
411 W. Anapamu St. #C
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

202-429-3945

Roger Euchler
535 West 4th Street, #305 , Long Beach, CA 90802

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Roger Euchler
535 West 4th Street, #305
Long Beach, CA 90802

202-429-3945

Peter Bromer
13205 N E 3rd Court , Miami, FL 33161

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Peter Bromer
13205 N E 3rd Court
Miami, FL 33161

202-429-3945

Joan Scott
5632 cochin Avenue , Arcadia, CA 91006

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joan Scott
5632 cochin Avenue
Arcadia, CA 91006

202-429-3945

Sandra Sekelsky
9 jefferson ave , seymour, CT 06483

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sandra Sekelsky
9 jefferson ave
seymour, CT 06483

202-429-3945

Barbara Jurgens
13005 NE 71st Street , Kirkland, WA 980338345

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Barbara Jurgens
13005 NE 71st Street
Kirkland, WA 98033-8345

202-429-3945

Linda Emerson
238 Arcturis Circle , Bishop, CA 93514

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Emerson
238 Arcturis Circle
Bishop, CA 93514

202-429-3945

Richard Schloss
9 Medford Lane , East Northport, NY 11731

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Richard Schloss
9 Medford Lane
East Northport, NY 11731

202-429-3945

Peggy Boyd
2429 Bigelow Lane , Baldwinsville, NY 13027

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Peggy Boyd
2429 Bigelow Lane
Baldwinsville, NY 13027

202-429-3945

Jonn Thurman
3314 Douglas , Dallas, TX 75219

February 8, 2008 10:08 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jonn Thurman
3314 Douglas
Dallas, TX 75219

202-429-3945

Michael Stickel
90 Quincy Shore Dr , Quincy, MA 02171

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Stickel
90 Quincy Shore Dr
Quincy, MA 02171

202-429-3945

David Hultgren
7 Round Hill Road , Monroe, NY 10950

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
David Hultgren
7 Round Hill Road
Monroe, NY 10950

202-429-3945

Nancy Neilsen
3703 Fox Creek Rd. , Louisville, TN 37777

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nancy Neilsen
3703 Fox Creek Rd.
Louisville, TN 37777

202-429-3945

Donald Kirkley
262 Dorchester Drive , Venice, FL 34293

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Donald Kirkley
262 Dorchester Drive
Venice, FL 34293

202-429-3945

Kristyn Noteware
8293 W Floyd Ave Apt 5-306 , Lakewood, CO 80227

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kristyn Noteware
8293 W Floyd Ave Apt 5-306
Lakewood, CO 80227

202-429-3945

Paula Trimble
11618 Grove DR P. O. Box 83, Mukilteo, WA 98275

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paula Trimble
11618 Grove DR
P. O. Box 83
Mukilteo, WA 98275

202-429-3945

Diane Sullivan
1231 SW Kalama Loop , Oak Harbor, WA 98277

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Diane Sullivan
1231 SW Kalama Loop
Oak Harbor, WA 98277

202-429-3945

Marg Rich
1138 charles ave , Saint Paul, MN 55104

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marg Rich
1138 charles ave
Saint Paul, MN 55104

202-429-3945

Michael Ruzza
1141 Garner Avenue , Schenecrtady, NY 12309

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Ruzza
1141 Garner Avenue
Schenecrtady, NY 12309

202-429-3945

Jerry Clymo
2551 Monarch Pl. , Union City, CA 945871810

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jerry Clymo
2551 Monarch Pl.
Union City, CA 94587-1810

202-429-3945

Amy Biskovich
151 E. Hedlund Dr. , Shelton, WA 98584

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Amy Biskovich
151 E. Hedlund Dr.
Shelton, WA 98584

202-429-3945

Dale LaCognata
6244 Dover Court , Fishers, IN 46038

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dale LaCognata
6244 Dover Court
Fishers, IN 46038

202-429-3945

Christina Meyer
410 Poplar , Sutherland, NE 69165

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Christina Meyer
410 Poplar
Sutherland, NE 69165

202-429-3945

Judith Becker
1650 Emerald St Apt #4, San Diego, CA 92109

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Judith Becker
1650 Emerald St
Apt #4
San Diego, CA 92109

202-429-3945

Mary Schulz
1125 Wellington Ave. , Pasadena, CA 91103

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Schulz
1125 Wellington Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91103

202-429-3945

Mary Fentress
34525 Violet Drive , Pinellas Park, FL 33781

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Fentress
34525 Violet Drive
Pinellas Park, FL 33781

202-429-3945

Marianna Settles
1651 S Juniper, #57 , Escondido, CA 92025

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marianna Settles
1651 S Juniper, #57
Escondido, CA 92025

202-429-3945

Michael Crane
2864 Del Mar Drive , Sierra Vista, AZ 85650

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Crane
2864 Del Mar Drive
Sierra Vista, AZ 85650

202-429-3945

Wendy Ledendecker
265 St Regis Ln , Florissant, MO 63031

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Wendy Ledendecker
265 St Regis Ln
Florissant, MO 63031

202-429-3945

Patricia Curry
PO Box 73 , Washington, VA 22747

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Patricia Curry
PO Box 73
Washington, VA 22747

202-429-3945

Melissa Cates
4587 E. white , Fresno, CA 93702

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Melissa Cates
4587 E. white
Fresno, CA 93702

202-429-3945

Scott Dulas
25 1/2 W 9th St , Duluth, MN 55806

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Scott Dulas
25 1/2 W 9th St
Duluth, MN 55806

202-429-3945

Brian Clifton
PO Box 5413 UOG Station, Mangilao, GU 96923

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brian Clifton
PO Box 5413
UOG Station
Mangilao, GU 96923

202-429-3945

Paul Strauss
336 Wellington Unit 2005 , Chicago, IL 606575614

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paul Strauss
336 Wellington Unit 2005
Chicago, IL 60657-5614

202-429-3945

kenneth hughes
2503 N Beachwood Dr Apt 1 , los angeles, CA 90068

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
kenneth hughes
2503 N Beachwood Dr Apt 1
los angeles, CA 90068

202-429-3945

Susan Pacey-Field
1007 B Nevada St , Reno, NV 89503

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susan Pacey-Field
1007 B Nevada St
Reno, NV 89503

202-429-3945

Relf Star
3442 1/2 Padua Ave. , Claremont, CA 917112059

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Relf Star
3442 1/2 Padua Ave.
Claremont, CA 91711-2059

202-429-3945

Dorothy Thompson
P. O. Box 80368 (3333 Deniki Lane) , Fairbanks, AK 99708

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Thompson
P. O. Box 80368 (3333 Deniki Lane)
Fairbanks, AK 99708

202-429-3945

Glenn Whiteside
16338 Windy Creek Drive , Monument, CO 80132

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Glenn Whiteside
16338 Windy Creek Drive
Monument, CO 80132

202-429-3945

Hank Bourscheidt
11570 Chase Way , Broomfield, CO 80020

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Hank Bourscheidt
11570 Chase Way
Broomfield, CO 80020

202-429-3945

Regina Dees-Sheffield
764 Oak Dr E , Trussville, AL 35173

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Regina Dees-Sheffield
764 Oak Dr E
Trussville, AL 35173

202-429-3945

Carol McGrath
1921 W Strasburg Road , Coatesville, PA 19320

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol McGrath
1921 W Strasburg Road
Coatesville, PA 19320

202-429-3945

catherine graf
44 strawberry hill avenue , stamford, CT 06902

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
catherine graf
44 strawberry hill avenue
stamford, CT 06902

202-429-3945

Judy El Masri
22411 Bristolwood Court , Katy, TX 77494

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Judy El Masri
22411 Bristolwood Court
Katy, TX 77494

202-429-3945

L. Maeve Ward
22 Carver Rd , Newton, MA 02461

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
L. Maeve Ward
22 Carver Rd
Newton, MA 02461

202-429-3945

Lyle Collins
200 N 70th Avenue, #4 , Yakima, WA 98908

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lyle Collins
200 N 70th Avenue, #4
Yakima, WA 98908

202-429-3945

Dina Willner
115 Vreeland CT , Mahwah, NJ 07430-2022

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dina Willner
115 Vreeland CT
Mahwah, NJ 07430-2022

202-429-3945

Marcia Hutchinson
8 , Sherborn, MA 01770

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marcia Hutchinson
8
Sherborn, MA 01770

202-429-3945

stephen wallace
1220 pine needle rd. , venice, FL 342856415

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
stephen wallace
1220 pine needle rd.
venice, FL 34285-6415

202-429-3945

Desiree Wlodarek
98 Frank Ave , Buffalo, NY 14210

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Desiree Wlodarek
98 Frank Ave
Buffalo, NY 14210

202-429-3945

Dolores Cantrell
132 River Rd. , Hendersonville, NC 28739

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dolores Cantrell
132 River Rd.
Hendersonville, NC 28739

202-429-3945

Robert Tidwell
4410 Whispering Inlet Dr , jacksonville, FL 32277

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Tidwell
4410 Whispering Inlet Dr
jacksonville, FL 32277

202-429-3945

Janet Holstine
10466 Tomkinson Drive , Scotts, MI 49088

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Janet Holstine
10466 Tomkinson Drive
Scotts, MI 49088

202-429-3945

Rosemarie Chinni
2714 W Philadelphia Ave , Oley, PA 19547

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rosemarie Chinni
2714 W Philadelphia Ave
Oley, PA 19547

202-429-3945

Kyle Gardner
5541 Barbara Way , Carmichael, CA 95608

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kyle Gardner
5541 Barbara Way
Carmichael, CA 95608

202-429-3945

Kathy Duke
6 , Austin, TX 78751

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kathy Duke
6
Austin, TX 78751

202-429-3945

Roberta Richardson
PO Box 1304 , Melbourne, FL 32902

February 8, 2008 10:06 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Roberta Richardson
PO Box 1304
Melbourne, FL 32902

202-429-3945

Juli Ames-Curtis
RR 1, Box 65H , Custer, SD 57730

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Juli Ames-Curtis
RR 1, Box 65H
Custer, SD 57730

202-429-3945

Carol Bradley
2540 Berwick Boulevard , Columbus, OH 43209

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol Bradley
2540 Berwick Boulevard
Columbus, OH 43209

202-429-3945

Shelley Alonso
424 Earle St , Santa Rosa, CA 95404

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Shelley Alonso
424 Earle St
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

202-429-3945

Tom Andrews
P.O. Box 350 , Lyons, CO 80540

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tom Andrews
P.O. Box 350
Lyons, CO 80540

202-429-3945

Kirk Lawrence
1251 Massachusetts Ave #74, Riverside, CA 92507

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kirk Lawrence
1251 Massachusetts Ave
#74
Riverside, CA 92507

202-429-3945

teresa edens
4425 e 107 terrace , kansas city, MO 64137

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
teresa edens
4425 e 107 terrace
kansas city, MO 64137

202-429-3945

Sally Meyer
12507 Northern Valley Court , Oak Hill, VA 20171

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sally Meyer
12507 Northern Valley Court
Oak Hill, VA 20171

202-429-3945

RICK EASTON
270 S.MERRITT RANCH RD. , CORNVILLE, AZ 86325

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
RICK EASTON
270 S.MERRITT RANCH RD.
CORNVILLE, AZ 86325

202-429-3945

Carol Elliott
Kimberly Drive , Beaverton, OR 97007

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol Elliott
Kimberly Drive
Beaverton, OR 97007

202-429-3945

Saran Kirschbaum
1710 Bagley Ave , Los Angeles, CA 90035

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Saran Kirschbaum
1710 Bagley Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90035

202-429-3945

celia forno
7500 n. calle sin envidia , tucson, AZ 85718

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
celia forno
7500 n. calle sin envidia
tucson, AZ 85718

202-429-3945

Susan Miller
41 The Knolls , Warwick, NY 10990

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susan Miller
41 The Knolls
Warwick, NY 10990

202-429-3945

Robert Falvo
309 Little Creek Rd. , Harmony, PA 16037

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Falvo
309 Little Creek Rd.
Harmony, PA 16037

202-429-3945

paul dahlgren
10129 n spyglass pl , tucson, AZ 85737

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
paul dahlgren
10129 n spyglass pl
tucson, AZ 85737

202-429-3945

Chaz Groves
1910 Langton St , Cambria, CA 93428

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Chaz Groves
1910 Langton St
Cambria, CA 93428

202-429-3945

Phoebe Blanchford
148 Madison Ave , Decatur, GA 30030

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Phoebe Blanchford
148 Madison Ave
Decatur, GA 30030

202-429-3945

Deanna Richardson
7048 West Lima Street , Milwaukee, WI 53223

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Deanna Richardson
7048 West Lima Street
Milwaukee, WI 53223

202-429-3945

Wendy Sands
61 Jane Street, 3J , New York, NY 100145150

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Wendy Sands
61 Jane Street, 3J
New York, NY 10014-5150

202-429-3945

Susan Termini
648 Millwheel Drive , Merritt Island, FL 32952

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susan Termini
648 Millwheel Drive
Merritt Island, FL 32952

202-429-3945

Wendy Dunham
2862 N. Sherry Avenue , Tucson, AZ 85712

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Wendy Dunham
2862 N. Sherry Avenue
Tucson, AZ 85712

202-429-3945

Robert Brosius
5700 Etiwanda, #224 , Tarzana, CA 91356

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Brosius
5700 Etiwanda, #224
Tarzana, CA 91356

202-429-3945

Roger Athey
5711 East Aster Drive , Scottsdale, AZ 85254

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Roger Athey
5711 East Aster Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85254

202-429-3945

Frances Lapine
307 Stone Harvest Way , Palmyra, PA 17078

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Frances Lapine
307 Stone Harvest Way
Palmyra, PA 17078

202-429-3945

Jennifer Thomas
555 W. Marshall St. , Ferndale, MI 48220

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Thomas
555 W. Marshall St.
Ferndale, MI 48220

202-429-3945

Bryan Lee Nelsen
P.O. Box 13 401 Ninth Street, Overton, NE 688630013

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bryan Lee Nelsen
P.O. Box 13
401 Ninth Street
Overton, NE 68863-0013

202-429-3945

Mary Jane Sager
1 B Jane Lacey , Endicott, NY 13760

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Jane Sager
1 B Jane Lacey
Endicott, NY 13760

202-429-3945

Roxanne Krezdorn
19671 Bluehill Pass , Helotes, TX 78023

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Roxanne Krezdorn
19671 Bluehill Pass
Helotes, TX 78023

202-429-3945

rebecca koo
529 taylor ct #22 , mountain view, CA 94043

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
rebecca koo
529 taylor ct #22
mountain view, CA 94043

202-429-3945

Robin Voorhies
6212 Olohena Road , Kapaa, HI 96746

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robin Voorhies
6212 Olohena Road
Kapaa, HI 96746

202-429-3945

linda baumgarten
170 west end ave, #2G , nyc, NY 100235450

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
linda baumgarten
170 west end ave, #2G
nyc, NY 10023-5450

202-429-3945

Geoff Eargle
700 Lincolnwood Drive , Streamwood, IL 60107-1668

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Geoff Eargle
700 Lincolnwood Drive
Streamwood, IL 60107-1668

202-429-3945

Steven G. Kellman
302 Fawn Drive , San Antonio, TX 78231

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Steven G. Kellman
302 Fawn Drive
San Antonio, TX 78231

202-429-3945

Thomas Kruggel
13 Autumn Winds Court , Reisterstown, MD 211365601

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Thomas Kruggel
13 Autumn Winds Court
Reisterstown, MD 21136-5601

202-429-3945

Kirsten Burt
858 East 28th St , Oakland, CA 94610

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kirsten Burt
858 East 28th St
Oakland, CA 94610

202-429-3945

Linda Carr
83 Edgewater , Wichita Falls, TX 76308

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Carr
83 Edgewater
Wichita Falls, TX 76308

202-429-3945

Linda Huber
85 Packing House Road , Hanover, PA 17331

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Huber
85 Packing House Road
Hanover, PA 17331

202-429-3945

Linda Allen
11847 gorham ave apt 105 , Brentwood, CA 90049

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Allen
11847 gorham ave apt 105
Brentwood, CA 90049

202-429-3945

Kim Shine
12 Pleasant View Drive , Naples, ME 04055

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kim Shine
12 Pleasant View Drive
Naples, ME 04055

202-429-3945

Morgan Hinton
601 South Madison Street , Cortez, CO 81321

February 8, 2008 10:02 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Morgan Hinton
601 South Madison Street
Cortez, CO 81321

